Presenting Video Call Center sales literature, and Commentary adjacent to it, on the vital
reliability of the Video Call Center to 2-way, audience participation, interactive,
multi-platform, TV show producers, sponsors, and media members by Brock d’Avignon,
Executive Producer, Freedom interactive Television Networks Association (FiTNA) relating
conversation with VCC leaders & demo at the 2019 National Association of Broadcasters

In 2010, Executive Chair of Video Call
Center (VCC), Tom Wolfzien, 16 years
Producer/Director of The NBC Nightly
News thought of overcoming the
difficulties in smartphone calls pixeling
out, or 40% dropping off through
numerous blackboxes enroute to air, or
just when a viewer got on air to ask a
question via Facetime, Skype, Tango,
WhatsApp or other web videophone
applications, the call vanished. Tom
wanted reliable broadcast quality
standards for smartphones’ video &
audio signal on mass media. In 2014, Tom
tapped 35-year NBC Broadcast Engineer
Larry Thaler to be CEO to solve this. Over
5 years, among brilliant programmers like
Greg Milne, they achieved it with signal
processing patents proven in over 1,000
LIVE on air shows with 98.3% reliability
worldwide. If a producer’s format
handles 7 viewed callers on air
simultaneously, they buy 7 dedicated
units to each transmission. The
convenience of the VCC visual screener
queue system is analogous to that of talk
radio with unlimited viewer-callers being
managed in the cloud from 1 to infinity.
The VCC “virtual green room” handles
release form legalities and the viewercaller gains a password. The producer’s
screener can avert duplicate questions
from a message box, advise viewers’ how
to avoid background glare, and determine
if the viewer-caller typed out they have a
solution to a problem under discussion –
which can put them at the top of the
“caller queue” CQ. The VCC has flawlessly
handled by easy to train CQ screeners
and hosts 19 on air smartphone
interactions within a half-hour show.
The Video Call Center and VCC CQ
screeners are a major function of lowcost 2-way audience participation formats
for
interactive
producers
with
smartphones, tablets, and computercameras. In FiTNA formats, when a
viewer-caller is interested enough in a
topic to call, while waiting for a chance
to get on air to mass media, the viewercaller can be engaged to do a list of other
interactivity such as PhoneVoting to
tallies, donating, …and buying items.

After the password acknowledging the legal
media release, within the Video Call Center’s
Caller Queue (CQ), the caller-viewer can
see/hear what’s happening on air, while the
CQ screener/host sees on a laptop computer
the viewer-caller & their background. The CQ
provides a reminder snapshot to the screener
and host for possible upcoming on air
interaction. When the viewer-caller clicks into
the VCC “virtual green room”, they are
competing with many other callers closer to
getting on air.
While waiting, the viewer-caller can do other
personal tasks with their smartphone or
device. In talk-radio, KFI has more listeners just
in Los Angeles every day than CNN does. Why?
Talk-radio format offers that chance of on-air
interactivity, gaining those high ratings. An
activity of many radio listeners is driving their
car, while others are hands-free doing other
chores while listening. However, with
smartphones, tablets, and computer-cameras - by providing producers additional Freedom
interactive TV formats, most viewer-callers-inwaiting will still have a satisfying experience
with FiTNA formats engaged with the topic
they were motivated to call-in about. This
isn’t merely retroactive delight because the
screener told them to correct their camera
angle, since the selfie phonecam was looking
up their nose; but they can enjoy other
interactivity with the topic they called in
about.
With FiTNA formats of interactivity, the
viewer-callers can multi-task personal device
media with the show that will retain them
online. Instead of thinking its long odds to
being seen & heard, giving up, and ringing off;
a viewer-caller can be happily engaged in:
• Making inquiries from curiosity
• Downloading video to satisfy curiosity
• Uploading video to comment upon on-air
• Register opinions on PhoneVoter tallies
• Sign a petition
• Comment
• Comment on other callers’ opinions (in
other than the CQ window)
• Offering a solution at length on the site
(other than the brief summary in the CQ
message box that put them up higher)
• Donating to a panelist, cause, charity,
inventor, or candidate
• Crowd-funding an inventor or cause
• Buying ideas, services, or items in the
website store while waiting to be on air.

Producers using Freedom interactive TV Networks Association (FiTNA) associates’ connectivity before, during, and following Video
Call Center (VCC) interactivity, makes VCC technology more valuable as intrinsic major step to more affordable production of 2-way
TV between personal and mass media, and monetization of 2-way TV. FiTNA is joined by its media associates when they:
1) reduce their price to zero of media products & services to showcase 2-way TV formats in the hands of new 2-way shows/networks;
2) sponsor 2-way TV shows, websites, or phoneapps with sales “loss leaders” on FiTNA networks integrating 2-way technologies;
3) trade “product placement” for production cash in 2-way TV shows with acknowledgment of their behind-the-camera products;
4) extremely discount new technology & programming to attract producers to try interactive TV shows and interactive ads, or re-run
passive TV with added 2-way interactivity. Include audience interactivity protocols with 5G, ATSC 3.0, and Ultra HD experiments.
For the audience, the gateway is no-cost phone-in and Phonevoter engagement that begins with the show’s theme, VCC, and or
other forms of costlier 2-way media live remote production; THEN Monetization of “calls to action” occurs with satellite TV, cable TV,
Over-The-Top (OTT) 1-way streaming, Video-On-Demand (VOD). How? Integrating website/phoneapp use and purchases into 2-way
formats, plus rewards coupons or tokens for further audience purchases. The later high-volume sales of media equipment & services
to both other producers and grassroots viewer-callers engaged with an interactive TV shows, will result from the number of eyes not
only watching, but acting with time & money on that topic & its ads with finger clicks. Meaningful fun solutions oriented content +
2-way technologies = cash for production, and later full-price sales of media equipment & services as passive TV shrinks.
Advertisers & cause-marketers can see real numbers of actuals buying ideas, services, & products better than analytics guessing by
clicks how much awareness for a later purchase or activism will occur. FiTNA formats & VCC, monetizes 2-way audience engagement.

Freedom interactive Television Networks Association (FiTNA) sports and e-sports networks & shows will boost
audience ratings by various formats ranging from the Charity Champion Racing Leagues with sponsored charity
racecars being cheered on by vast numbers of viewer-callers that might not otherwise watch motorsports unless
“their” Red Cross, Catholic Charities, or Girl Scout car was in the race being monetarily pledged to based on its
performance, creating recruitment awareness, or causing purchases via website, online, phoneapps, and phone
answering centers. The basic idea was offered to FiTNA Executive producer Brock d’Avignon by Dale Earnhart Sr.
Other FiTNA sports formats are America’s League in various sports where youth to pros are playing for causes
along with the audience gamer style. Ask for FiTNA’s Newbie Producer’s Guides to Interactive TV, parts 1,2,3 at
www.FreedomTVnetworks.com and ask for how the Video Call Center engages your interactive sports show.

The Video Call Center team attended the 2019 National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) where they met Brock d’Avignon, Executive
Producer of the Freedom interactive Television Networks Association (FiTNA) who was leading the way to 2-way audience participation
multi-platform television at the last three NAB conventions. Nowhere in 7 halls full of media including finally in 2019 over 200 firms in
cloud and OTT programming, tech, & service companies; all good at one-way distribution to smartphones from racecars to a smartphone
in 3-seconds, and handling and bouncing signals via studios and Technical Operating Centers (TOC)s, was there anything even remotely like
Video Call Center for 2-way use of smartphones. Brock wasn’t looking forward to having to invent it. Why?
FiTNA is ramping up interactive TV networks with meaningful content such as the All Presidential Candidates’ 1:1 Debate Tourney
launching 2nd quarter 2019. After 30-years of PhoneVoting on which teenager can dance or sing the best, or ordering cubic zirconium
rings; its time for more weightier issues be discussed by a wide audience, and be able to put their money where their mouth is. Even with
lining up major associates in connectivity for FiTNA accommodating producers with backpack uplinks and ULive person-on-the-street
interviews using cellular 4-phone-number bonded transmission, it was still a larger production cost in satellite TV, cable, and streaming.
Brock knew a valuable piece of the jigsaw puzzle for modern 2-way audience participation was missing besides uploading recorded video.
Where local video LIVE examples can become global with grassroots solutions discussed and PhoneVoted upon -- required smartphone
production formats for tech companies to be able to sell 2-way devices to. FiTNA has concepted 27 such formats for networks such as
ARTisTVision, JuryVoter TV, Missing Children’s Detective TV Network, and creating consumer stampede shows with Percentage As You
Earn (%PAYE) finance and finansurance of houses, cars, tuition, re-employment services, and %PAYE mutual medical finansurance for all in
the free-market. 62% of Americans are 6 months to homelessness as their contracts implode from unemployment, unless our producers
rapidly replace Rigid Installment Payments (RIP) & strip of buyers’ equity. FiTNA seeks to un-paralyze the American economy while 1 of 6
cars are repossessed on RIP terms, we can create a %PAYE finance boom. This requires more than live remote camera crews. ViewerCallers deciding on an interactive show that medical care for all is a good idea; can then decide if they want a percentage-of-income tax
cycle to support Medicare for All; or a free-market percentage-of-income %PAYE mutual medical finansurance of pre-existing conditions,
insurances, and an Ironman Suit will cost you 3% of income extra for what you want your Personal income improvement investments (Piii).
SmartPhoneVoters hammer it out on air face-to-face via VCC, and decide via FiTNA members connectivity technologies.
Nielsen identified 58% of all households have either a smart TV or 1,2,3 TVs connected to an internet device, which means the majority
of audience with a WiFi and computer-cam can talk back and be on mass media. However, 90% of all Americans and 1/3rd of humanity
own a smartphone -- that wasn’t yet reliable. Now it is! FiTNA, a 501(c)3 is dedicated to the achievement of interactive TV by educating
producers how to do 2-way TV. The addition of smartphones as a cost-saver to 900 producers per new interactive network, who are being
invited with discounts to try all-opinion controversy, without censorship, solution-driven shows and networks -- will replace passive TV
networks even faster. Adding interactive TV to existing networks will be fun with FiTNA too.
While viewer-callers are waiting, FiTNA has other allies to add PhoneVoter tallies, places for comments, mass inquiries viewing millions of
videos from the cloud, uploading video & simultaneous commentary, donations, crowd-funding, and buying stuff -- whether ideas,
services, or things. One-hand clapping biased, boring, low-ratings TV, is going to hear from all points of view with more feedback of a
differNET kind. Complaining will yield to solutions being found, and PhoneVoted upon. 1970s talk-show host Phil Donohue held a
microphone under a studio audience guest’s chin to let them question experts. He often commented, “There’s a lot of wisdom out there in
America.” There still is. Now all of America can participate via Freedom interactive Television Networks Association 2-way TV producers,
technologies, sponsors, and Video Call Centers and their Host Automation Technology (HAT). Be the 6,181st live remote via smartphone.

